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Abstract
The spike glycoprotein (S protein) of the SARS-CoV-2 that has be studied extensively in vitro is modeled by all-atom molecular
dynamics for its conformational states at six pH values ranging from 2 to 11.5. The MD simulations up to 3.7 𝜇𝑠 demonstrate
interesting discoveries while confirming known facts. (1). At pH2, the protein’s time averaged RMSD is 62.5% higher than that
of pH7, as the control group, and the receptor binding domain (RBD) deviates from that of pH7 by 200%. (2). For pH4 through
pH10.5, the S protein remains relatively stable evident by the invariance of the side chain H bond counts and RMSD from pH7,
suggesting high tolerance of the S protein to a wide range of pH values other than the extreme acidic and basic conditions. (3).
For pH2 to pH4, the structure of the S protein alters significantly, suggesting the existence of a critical pH value at which the S
protein responds to acid sharply. (4). In the residue-based relative entropy analysis, we identify several RBM and RBD residue
clusters with maximum deviations that cause the overall protein structure changes.
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Introduction
With the rapid spread and mutation of SARS-CoV-2, there is
an urgent need to develop protective vaccines and targeted
cleaners. The coronavirus is postulated to infect cells by
attaching its outer membrane S protein [1] to the host cell
targets such as ACE2, CD26, Ezrin, and cyclophilins [2].
Structurally altering the S protein may mitigate or even block
its infectivity and other physicochemical properties. Surgical
changes to the protonation and deprotonation states of each
ionizable group to control the pH value [3] is one of such
alterations. SARS-CoV-2 is known to spread through aerosol
and the pH values of the aerosol droplets’ environment are
known to change the chemical form, distribution, and
reactivity [4-6] of the protein. Performing such study, e.g.,
immersing the virus, especially the S protein, in a solvent of
given pH values, is dangerous and nebulous. Moreover,
measuring the pH of a single aerosol droplet is challenging in
the traditional or in vitro laboratories due to the lack of tools
that can detect pH in an individual droplet environment [6, 7].
Our all-atom molecular dynamics in silico experiments, with
their own unique challenges including excruciatingly long

computations, allow us to examine the confirmational states
of the S protein, at atomistic resolutions, at the full ranged pH
values, for extended time. In strong acids and strong bases,
our in silico experiments pinpoint individual residues that
cause singularly large deviations to the structure of the S
protein.

Related Work
S protein, an important determinant of virus virulence, tissue
tropism and host range in coronaviruses envelope during
infection [8, 9]. S1 and S2 are two sections of the S protein,
with S1 being for host cell receptor binding and S2 being for
membrane fusion [9, 10]. S protein on the coronavirus
envelope binding to the receptors, mediate membrane fusion,
virus entry, and syncytia formation, and these help elicit
virus-neutralizing antibodies [11]. Coronavirus S proteins
will be activated by receptor binding and/or low pH to
protease cleavage between the S1 and S2 domains to permit
conformational changes in S2, so that the mediate membrane
fusion leading to virus entry and syncytia formation [11-14].
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Therefore, control the conformational state of the S protein
will control the spread of the coronaviruses.
Different pH conditions will affect coronaviruses S
protein structure has been widely recognized in recent study.
At pH5.5-8.5, the mouse hepatitis virus Type 4 (MHV4)
coronavirus causes significant cell-cell fusion. Chloroquine
and ammonium chloride, both endosomotropic weak bases,
do not prevent the MHV4 infection. However, some selected
variants from a neural cell line persistently infected with
MHV4 are completely reliant on acid pH to fuse host cells
and are substantially inhibited by endosomotropic weak
bases [15]. At pH5 buffer, avian coronavirus infectious
bronchitis virus (IBV) was still activated, and fusion was
unaffected. Virions also have reversible evidence of
conformational changes in their surface proteins, indicating
the reversibility of the fusion reaction [16]. For human
coronavirus 229E, an optimal stability of viral infectivity was
observed at pH6 at temperatures of both 4 and 33°C. Indeed,
viral infectivity was undetectable after exposure to pH4 or
pH9 at 33°C. At 4°C in medium buffered at pH10, infectivity
of the virus changes little [17]. The infectivity of the
coronavirus (MHV-A59) is extremely sensitive to pH; stable
at pH6 and 37°C but inactivated by a short treatment at pH8
at the same temperature. Extreme pH values, such as pH3 and
pH9 or pH10, exacerbate virus’s inactivation [18].
SARS-CoV-2 attaches to ACE2 as the host cell receptor
[2]; this spike’s RBD with its receptor binding motif (RBM)
capable of attaching to ACE2. SARS-CoV-2 spike RBM can
better insert into ACE2 hydrophobic pocket, due to variable
ridge loop with a four-residue motif, novel interactions
because of Leu472, unique hydrogen bond (H bond) between
Lys353 from ACE2 and SARS-CoV-2 RBD main chain [19,
20]. Therefore, compared with other hCoVs, the high-affinity
of the SARS-CoV-2 and ACE2 interactions may be an
explanation for the greater infectivity of this virus. A more
detailed understanding of the H bonds in different parts of the
S protein and how they are affected by different pH values is
one of the goals of our work.
The pH-induced retraction of RBDs through the spike
adopting an all-down conformation can be described as a
‘‘conformational masking’’ energy barrier, the SARS-CoV-2
spike evasion from CR3022 neutralization to depend on the
reduced affinity of CR3022 [21, 22]. SARS-CoV-2 spikes at
serological pH (pH6) bind to ACE2 and CR3022 and at lower
pH (pH4.5-5.5) they still bind to ACE2 but not CR3022 [21].
Our simulations not only focused on the trajectory of S
protein at different pH values, but also analyzed RBD
deviation and RBD-water H bonds separately; therefore, we
have a more accurate understanding of RBD and RBM
structure variations. We also identify the residues that are
responsible for the overall structural deviation of the S
protein at a given pH.
Our Main Contributions: We have performed MD
simulations of S protein for six pH values in 2, 4, 5, 7, 10.5,

11.5 for up to 3.7 𝜇𝑠. With the current rate of simulations, we
reached a record simulated time to obtain the conformational
states of the S protein at these six pH values. Methodically
controlling the pH values during the in silico experiments by
protonation and deprotonation state of the amino acid side
chain residues, we corroborated the simulated
conformational states with the properties obtained in in vitro
bench experiments. We examined the detailed
conformational state changes at different pH values of the
entire S protein as well as the individual residues of interest.
We separately analyzed the trajectory of RBD under different
pH, which gave µs a new understanding of the infectiousness
of the virus. Additionally, we identified the residues that are
responsible for the S protein structural variations at five of
six pH values. Our study may help the development of drugs
and vaccines, and even the cleaners, for prevention of the
SARS-CoV-2 or other similar viruses, at lower risks.

State Generation and Analysis
The in silico Experiment Setup
The open-source Gromacs [23] was adapted to perform the
MD simulation on the AiMOS supercomputer configured
with IBM POWER9 processors and NVIDIA Volta V100
GPUs [24]. The S protein’s structure data is taken from the
protein data bank (6VXX.pdb) and the force field for the S
protein and SPC/E water molecule is from the CHARMM27.
The S protein of size 121316 nm3 is placed in the explicit
solvent, TIP3PBOX water model of size 202020 nm3 .
Periodic boundary condition (PBC) is applied to all three
Carstensen dimensions of the water box. Every simulation
including the reference experiment at the neutral pH7 is
controlled at the normal human body temperature of 37C.
The energy is minimized by the steepest descent
minimization, and simulations are controlled by the canonical
(NVT) and Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling (NPT) with
2 fs time step. Therefore, the simulations are controlled
through the equilibrium of temperature (with NVT) and
density (with NPT). On the shared AiMOS supercomputer
[24] with 268 nodes and a theoretical peak speed of 11,032
Tflop/s, we perform our experiments on a sub-partition of 4
nodes with which we achieved a running speed of
approximately 65 ns/day. A complete each experiment for a
given pH takes two months, plus queuing time. We
deliberately terminated the runs for pH4 and pH10.5 earlier
for their quicker approach to equilibrium and less sensitive
for data analysis. More in silico experiment details are
included in Table 1.
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Table 1 Parameter details for our in silico experiments of varying pH values

pH2
3

pH4

pH5

pH7

pH11.5

45,146

45,090

45,027

20 × 20 × 20

Simulation Box (nm )
Protein Atoms

pH10.5

45,432

45,300

45,192

Waters Elements

743,397

743,862

744,225

789,480

744,156

743,979

Protein Charges

+261

+129

+21

-15

-81

-144

Aspartate

Protonated

Protonated

Not change

Not change

Not change

Not change

Glutamate

Protonated

Protonated

Not change

Not change

Not change

Not change

Histidine

Protonated

Protonated

Protonated

Not change

Not change

Not change

Lysine

Not change

Not change

Not change

Not change

Deprotonated

Deprotonated

Density (g/cc)

1.016

1.015

1.015

1.015

1.016

1.016

Simulated Time (µs)

3.7

1.7

3.7

3.6

1.9

3.7

Simulating Time (Days)

~62

~29

~62

~60

~32

~62

Protonation State Control
The desired pH values are achieved by protonation and
deprotonation states of the amino acid side chain residues in
the S protein following the protonation fraction curve and the
Henderson–Hasselbalch equation
[𝐴− ]
pH = 𝑝𝐾𝑎 + log
[𝐻𝐴− ]
This method was used to verify another method proposed by
Mongan et al. [25] to simulate the constant pH value.
All our simulations start from the 6VXX structure while
pH2 and pH4 with aspartates, glutamates, and histidine
titrating, pH5 with histidine titrating, while pH10.5 and
pH11.5 with lysine titrating.

Fig. 1 Total charges of the S protein for pH2 through pH11.5, the
range of our in silico experiments

Charge neutrality, along with the protonation state
accuracy [26], is achieved by addition of the salt ions to the
solvent. The total charge of S protein after protonation and
deprotonation is shown in Fig.1. For achieving the acidic
solvent where the protein accepts the H+ leading to a net
positive charge, Cl- is added and, conversely, for achieving

the basic solvent where the protein donates the H + resulting
in net negative charge, Na+ is added.

State Measurements
As the core raw data, 𝑥⃑𝑖 (𝑡), the time-varying 3D coordinates,
or time series, for all particles, are collected during the MD
simulations, we analyze them, in space and in time, to
understand the structures and dynamics of the S protein. Our
analysis involves the following measurements categorized in
two groups. For each pH value, the first group is expressed
as function of time and second requires statistics in time. In
the first group, we measure (1) RMSD of the backbones; (2)
the mass deviation for receptor binding domains; (3) the
RMSF of individual residues; (4) the numbers of H bonds
connecting the protein with water (P-W), protein’s main
chain with main chain (MC-MC), the side chain with side
chain (SC-SC), and RBD to water (RBD-W); and (5) the
RBD deviation. In the second group, we perform time
statistics to compare the protein’s overall structures at various
pH values by introducing the relative entropy [27] with which
we also identify the outlying residues that dominate changes
to the overall protein structure. As a common practice, we
represent different pH values in colors (Fig. 2) and these
colors will be adopted without further mentioning when pH
impact is expressed graphically. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the
relationships of these measurements and the data analysis
workflow, respectively.
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Fig. 2 The coloring scheme of the pH values to be used throughout
the manuscript
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negligible differences from pH7, a result corroborating in
vitro results of other coronaviruses at different pH we
mentioned above and will compare later [15-18, 28, 29].

Protein

RBD

RMSD

H bonds Counts

Residue
Mass
Deviaton

Atom
RMSF

Relative
Entropy

�⃑ �
Solvent

W-RBD
H Bond
W-P
H Bond

t
SC-SC
H Bond

MC-MC
H Bond

t

Fig. 3 A pictorial summary of the measurements and a graphical
representation of these measurements in the relevant domains:
atoms, residues, RBD, and the whole protein, as well as the solvent,
etc.

The RMSDs in Various pH Solvents
Our RMSD is calculated by averaging over the backbone
atoms in reference to their starting structure. In our
simulations, the atoms’ coordinates were recorded every 0.1
ns and a moving average of window size 2 ns were used. For
all six pH values, we present the time series of the RMSD in
Fig. 4 (R.1) and its time average, during the last 1.5 µs while
the protein attained equilibrium, in Fig. 4 (R.2). In both
figures, we note the following: (1) For pH2 and pH11.5, the
RMSD is significantly higher than that of pH7 by
approximately 60% after 2 µs time mark, signaling dramatic
protein structure variation for these two pH values, as highly
expected; (2) For pH4, pH5 and pH10.5, we observe

(R.1)

(R.2)

We also calculated the numbers of H bonds of various setting
and their time averages, shown in two sets of figures. Fig. 4
(H.PW.1) and (H.PW.2) shows the H bonds for the S protein
to water while Fig. 4 (H.MS.1) and (H.MS.2) for MC-MC
and SC-SC. From these figures, we note the following: (1) At
pH2, approximately 800, or 14%, protein-water H bonds
broke, as expected for strong acid; (2) At pH4, approximately
400, or 7%, protein-water H bonds broke, as expected for
weaker acid; (3) At pH5 and higher, we see no visible change
of protein-water H bonds; (4) For any pH values, we see no
visible change of MC-MC H bonds while, for pH2 and
pH11.5 we see major and mild change of SC-SC H bonds,
respectively.

The Measurements in RBDs
We performed detailed statistical analysis of RBD deviations
and RBD-W H bonds provide a comparison of the movement
of the residues in RBD (ARG319-PHE541), and even RBM
(SER438-GLN506) [30, 31]. These analyses intend to address
the following widely known observations. S protein contains
a variety of defensive mechanisms. S protein is decorated
extensively with glycans that aid in immune evasion by
shielding potential antigens [32, 33]. S protein uses a
conformational masking strategy, wherein it predominantly
adopts a closed conformation that retract the RBDs to escape

(H.PW.1)

(H.PW.2)

(H.MS.1)

(H.MS.2)

Figure 4. The RMSDs (R.1) evolving as a function of time and time-averaged (R.2) values; the number of P-W H bonds evolving with
time (H.PW.1) and time-averaged values (H.PW.2), and the numbers of MC-MC (upper portion) and SC-SC (lower potion) H bonds
evolving with time (H.MS.1) and time-averaged values (H.MS.2), all at pH2-11.5
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immune surveillance mechanisms, and then the RBD needs to
open to intersect with ACE2 [31].
To assess the ACE2 binding, we measure the RBD mass
deviation by the distance between the center of mass of the
RBD and its position in the initial frame closed (or down)
state
𝐷𝑡 = √(𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥0 )2 + (𝑦𝑡 − 𝑦0 )2 + (𝑧𝑡 − 𝑧0 )2
where 𝐷𝑡 measures the Euclidian distance of RBD’s center of
mass (𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑧𝑡 ) at frame 𝑡 from the initial frame (𝑥0 , 𝑦0 , 𝑧0 ).

doubles those of the middle range of pH values and the mass
deviations significantly deviate among the three chains, even
at the same pH values.
The numbers of H bonds in RBD: Here again we
examine the numbers of H bonds. This time, we analyze the
RBD-W H bonds. As shown in Fig. 6, we note significant
differences in H bond counts for pH2 (~360) with the rest that
are similar (all ~410), leading µs to suggest an extreme acidic
solvent can break meaningful number of the RBD-W H bonds.
Also, for chain C, the numbers of H bonds vary rather
significantly across the pH values, we counted 20-40 H bonds
broken relative to the cases of pH5 and 7.

Fig. 5 RBD mass deviations for three chains at pH2-11.5

Mass deviations: Fig. 5 shows RBD mass deviations for
all three chains at our tested pH values. At all three chains of
pH2 and chain A of pH11.5, the RBD mass deviations nearly
Fig. 7 RMSF at pH2-11.5 in three
chains

Fig. 6 The numbers of RBD-W H bonds at pH2-11.5

S1
NTD

S2
RBD

SD1 SD2

FP

HR1
Chain A

Chain B

Chain C
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Relative Entropy for Structure Divergence
For individual residues, we use root mean square fluctuation
(RMSF) to measure the time-averaged fluctuations from their
initial states. Obviously, while most of the residues stay intact,
a few outlier members deviate and cause significant structural
changes of the entire protein, in each pH solvent. Fig. 7 shows
the RMSF for every residue of every chain for our tested pH
values marked by the colors of the curves, as usual. The curves
in this figure are central to understanding the impacts of the
pH solvents on the proteins. We observe higher fluctuations
of clusters of residues for each chain, for example, at pH2, the
RMSF’s of PHE464-PHE490 in chain B and LYS463PHE490 in chain C, located in the RBM of the S1 domain, and
ASN641-GLN644 in chain C, and, at pH11.5, of ASP138,
ARG466 chain A and PHE140, SER810 LYS811 of chain C,
are higher than 0.5 nm. For the mild pH5, except the RMSF’s
of GLN493-GLN498 in RBM of chain C higher than 0.5nm,
no residues fluctuate.
For a better understanding of the structural changes of
the S protein at different pH values, we introduced the idea of
relative entropy [27]. We consider the entropy are calculated
by the Kullback–Leibler divergence
𝐷𝐾𝐿 (𝑥||7) = ∑ 𝑟𝑖 (𝑥) log (
𝑖

𝑟𝑖 (𝑥)
)
𝑟𝑖 (7)

where 𝑟𝑖 (𝑥) is the RMSF for residue 𝑖 in pH values 𝑥 .
Therefore, to compare the RMSF with that of pH7, we use the
relative entropy, a measure of overall conformational state of
the entire protein at a given pH values relative to that of the
protein at the pH7.
In examining individual residue’s contribution to the
entropy, we found reasonable threshold of 0.07 to identify the

outliers and, except for chain C at pH2, all chains have around
20 outliers that dominate the conformational changes for each
pH solvent. We identify the outlier residues, whose IDs are
tabulating in Tables 2-4, that cause the overall protein
structure changes. We also pinpoint them structurally in the
protein (Fig. 8) and zoom in to view the outliers (Figs. 9 and
10).
Fig. 11 summarizes the central discovery of this study
that the relative entropy, or structural, variations as an impact
the pH solvent. One may infer from here functions of the
protein induced by the pH values. Here is a list of observations.
(1) The protein varies the most in strong acid (relative entropy
is 27 for pH2) and base (relative entropy is 12 for pH11.5)
solvents and stays rather stable in solvent of pH4 through
pH10 with relative entropy around 0. This result is consistent
with in vitro experiments [29]. Of the extreme solvents (pH2
and pH11.5), chain C of the protein varies the most, signaling
loss of the infectivity as chain C is in the S1 with RBD and
NTD that direct bind to ACE2 [9, 34]. (2) Comparing the
strong acidic solvent of pH2 and strong base solvent of
pH11.5, we note that chains A and B relative entropies of 6.2
and 10.3 for pH2 and 0.3 and 5.1 for pH11.5. This suggest the
S protein is more affected by a strong acid solvent than strong
base solvent. (3) When examining the relative entropy outliers
with RBD deviations, we note expected consistency. In pH2,
the RBD deviation of chain C is larger than that of chain A
and B. At the same time, chain C has the largest number of
entropy outliers concentrated in RBD and NTD. At the same
time, our RMSF data is measured between 2.2-2.7µs (pH2, 5,
7, 11.5) and 1.2-1.7 µs (pH4 and 10), but chain C's RBD
deviation after 2.7µs still maintains a larger transformation
compared to the other two chains. This demonstrates the
power of the entropy outliers in spotting changes in protein
structure.

Table 2 The residue IDs of the entropy outliers in chain A

chain A

S1 Domain Residue ID | S2 Domain Residue ID

pH2

PRO384-LYS386 ASP442-LYS444 HIS519 ASN544 GLY545 VAL615 ASN616 VAL620 | GLN784

pH4

TYR421 SER443 GLY447 PHE464 SRG466 ASP467 PRO499 ASN501 VAL642-THR645 ALA647
|ASP796 HIS1083

pH5

VAL213-PRO217 ARG466 HIS519

pH10.5

ASN439 LEU441-SER443 PHE497 ASN501 VAL503-PRO507 ASP614-VAL620 ASN641-TR645
ALA647 | TYR707

pH11.5

GLY413 GLN414 PRO463-ARG466 HIS519 THR604 VAL620 VAL642-GLN644 | LYS733 TYR741
LEU753
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Table 3 The residue IDs of the entropy outliers in chain B

chain B

S1 Domain Residue ID | S2 Domain Residue ID

pH2

LYS187 ARG328 VAL367 ASP427 ASP442 TYR451 ARG454 LYS462-ILE468 TYR489-PRO491
TYR495 ASN544 GLY545 GLU554 SER555 LYS557 PHE559 ALA570-VAL576 PRO579 GLN580 |
GLN787 ASN856 VAL860 ALA890 ARG983

pH4

ARG102 SER112-GLN115 GLN239 ASN440-LYS444 GLY447-TYR449 SER530 THY531 | SER939
SER940

pH5

ASN81 SER112-GLN115 GLN134-ASN137 GRO139 LYS417-ILE418 ARG466 SER530

pH10.5

HIS 69 ASP80 ASN81 ARG408 | LYS854 ARG1014

pH11.5

PHE135 ASN137 TPR353 ILE402-GLU406 ARG408 GLN409 THR415-ILE418 ASP420 ASP442 SER443
ASN448 TYR449 TYR451 LYS462 SER494-GLN498 GLY504 TYR505 PRO507 GLN580 THR604 |
ASP745

Table 4 The residue IDs of the entropy outliers in chain C

chain C

S1 Domain Residue ID | S2 Domain Residue ID

pH2

PHE43 ALA67-HIS69 ASN81-ASN87 GLY89 PHE92 ILE101 GLY103-VAL143 ASN165-172 ASN188
ARG190 PHE192 PHE194-ASN196 GLR199-ILE203 SER205 HIS207 ASN211-ASP215 LEU226 VAL227
LEU229-ILE233 ILE235-LEU244 ALA263-TYR266 ARG319 ASN343 ARG408 TYR449 TYR453
ARG454 LYS462-ILE468 TYR489-PRO491 GLN580 VAL615-CYS617 VAL620 ASN641-ARG646 |
ARG983 ARG1091 ASN1135

pH4

PRO139-GLY142 GLY413 THR415 GLY416 ASN422 ASP427 LEU441-SER443 GLY447-TYR449
TYR451 TYR489-PRO491 GLN644-ARG646 | GLY744 ASP745 THR747 PHE855 ALA890 GLY891

pH5

GRO139 TRP353 ASN439-LEU441 LYS444 PHE490 PRO491 GLN493-PRO499 HIS519

pH10.5

ARG328 TYR489 PHE490 GLN580 ASN616 THE618-VAL620 ASN641 PHE643 THR645-ALA647 |
ASN824-VAL826 PHE855

pH11.5

ASN122 ALA123 GRO139-GLY142 LEU216 TYR351 ASN439-LEU441 LYS444 TYR449 | GLY700
ALA701 LYS733 PRO809-ASP820 LEU822-ASN824 VAL826 THR827 ALA942 ARG1014 ARG1019
GLN1036 LYS1045

pH2

pH4

pH5

pH10.5

pH11.5

(1)
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(2)

Fig. 8 Identifications of residue outliers causing protein structure divergences and these outliers for experiments with pH2 and pH11.5 to
be zoomed further. (In this and the zoomed pictures, the colors are not related to the pH color scheme.)
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Fig. 9 The residue outlier clusters
zoomed structure for pH2, (1) ASN641ARG646 outlier cluster in chain C, (2)
SD2 outlier cluster in chain B, (3) RBD
outliers cluster in chain C, (4) RBD
outliers cluster in chain B, (5) NTD
outliers cluster in chain C

(1)

(2)

(5)

(3)

Fig. 10 The residue outlier clusters
zoomed structure for pH11.5. (1) S2
domain cluster in chain C. (2) RBD
outliers cluster in chain B

(4)

(1)

(2)

Fig. 11 Relative entropies for pH2-11.5
and A, B, C in the figure label the
corresponding chains

The Correlations of the Measurements
For correlating the measurements performed on different pH
values, we made scatter plots (Fig. 12) for RMSD, P-W H
bonds, MC-MC H bonds, and SC-SC H bonds. In the figure,
each dot represents a pair of correlating measures for a given
pH value marked in a color scheme in Fig. 2. Moreover, the
population correlation coefficient corr(𝑋, 𝑌) between two
sets 𝑋 and 𝑌 is defined as
cov(𝑋, 𝑌) E[(𝑋 − 𝜇𝑋 )(𝑌 − 𝜇𝑌 )]
=
corr(𝑋, 𝑌) =
𝜎𝑋 𝜎𝑌
𝜎𝑋 𝜎𝑌

where 𝜇𝑋 and 𝜇𝑌 are expected values, 𝜎𝑋 and 𝜎𝑌 are standard
deviations. The E is the expected value operator, and the cov
is covariance. Since the correlation coefficient is symmetric,
corr(𝑋, 𝑌) = corr(𝑌, 𝑋)
we use the upper left blocks to represent the scatter plot
between the two analysis methods at different pH, and the
symmetrical position in the lower right blocks to represent the
correlation coefficients. Apparently, diagonal blocks,
showing the self-correlations of RMSD, P-W H bonds, MCMC H bonds, and SC-SC H bonds, show four colorful straight
lines indicating the dependence of these measures on the pH
values.
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Fig. 12 The scatter plots, and the
correlation coefficients, between pairs
of measurement of pH2-11.5

-0.346

-0.741

The patterns, or the clustering, and the color positioning are
quite informative for the correlations of the measurements.
For example, the SC-SC H bonds positively correlate with the
P-W H bonds (correlation coefficient 0.897) with three
distinctive clusters according to the pH values. Another
example is the negative correlation of the RMSD with the SCSC H bonds (correlation coefficient -0.741), as expected.
Other pairs appear to be highly uncorrelated.

-0.183

0.897

0.032

-0.497

conformational heterogeneity to be reduced between pH5.5
and pH4.5, and then to remain unchanged as pH was reduced
further (from pH4.5 to pH4) [21]. On the other hand, weak
acid pH (pH6-6.5) increases SARS-CoV-2 viral load and
infection with increased expression of ACE2 [35]. These data
imply that, in weak acid, the S protein is more likely to bind
with ACE2, which is consistent with our results (the RBD
mass deviation of pH5 is slightly higher than that of pH7).

Corroborations with in vitro Experiments

Conclusions and Discussions
The SARS-CoV titer was unaffected by moderate pH changes
ranging from 5 to 9. However, the virus fully inactivated after
being exposed to strongly acidic (pH1-3) and basic conditions
(pH12-14), These indicate that SARS-CoV infectivity is
sensitive to pH extremes [28]. For the high homology between
SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, at room temperature, the
SARS-CoV-2 virus is highly stable over a wide pH range (pH
3–10) [29]. At pH4-10.5, the S protein is in a relatively stable
state; however, for extreme pH (pH2 and 11.5) in our in silico
experiments, the overall protein structures alter substantially,
corroborating the in vitro reality. It is not hard to project that
under longer exposure, S protein will denature at these
extreme conditions.
The density of all RBD domains in the SARS-CoV-2 S
protein was highly resolved, revealing multiple RBD
orientations in the spike at pH5.5. The S protein

We demonstrated the first microsecond MD studies of the S
protein's conformational state changes induced by immersing
the protein to pH solvents with six different pH values ranging
in pH2 through pH11.5. We discovered that the S-protein of
the SARS-CoV-2 is structurally stable at pH4-10.5, consistent
with the observations that the SARS-CoV-2 is highly stable
across a wide range of pH values (pH3-10) at room
temperature [29], and it is extreme unstable, denature quickly,
at pH2 and pH11.5, evident by the atypically high RMSDs and
the relative entropies.
All-atom simulations are computationally expensive.
Each 𝜇𝑠-scale in silico experiment for a set of parameters at a
given pH value costs two months of computing time on a
supercomputer. The development of a coarse-grained model
can reduce the computation loads while preserving sufficient
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simulation accuracy. Moreover, an efficient and intelligent
simulation algorithm potentiated by the latest machine
learning efforts can further accelerate the simulations [36, 37].
Together, these efforts will help enable the more desirable and
more realistic 𝜇𝑠 -scale in silico experiments and more
discoveries of the structures of new viruses, more quickly and
more accurately.
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